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Abstract. We present a review of photonic Network-on-Chip (pNoC) architec-
tures and experimental demonstrations, concluding to the main obstacles that still
impede the materialization of these concepts. We also propose the employment of
optics in chip-to-chip (C2C) computing architectures rather than on-chip layouts
towards reaping their benefits while avoiding technology limitations on the way to
many-core set-ups. We identify multisocket boards as the most prominent appli-
cation area and present recent advances in optically enabled multisocket boards,
revealing successful 40 Gb/s transceiver and routing capabilities via integrated
photonics. These results indicate the potential to bring energy consumption down
by more than 60% compared to current QuickPath Interconnect (QPI) protocol,
while turning multisocket architectures into a single-hop low-latency setup for
even more than 4 interconnected sockets, which form currently the electronic
baseline.

Keywords: Computing architectures · Disintegrated computing ·
Network-on-Chip · Silicon photonics

1 Introduction

Workload parallelism and inter-core cooperation are forcing computing to rely at a
constantly growing degree on data movement. That led to an upgraded role for the
on-chip and off-chip communication infrastructures that support low-power and high-
bandwidth interconnect technologies. This came almost simultaneously with the revolu-
tionary advances triggered in the field of optical interconnects [1] and silicon photonics
[2]. The last 20 years, optical interconnects were transformed to a mature technology
for rack-to-rack [3] and board-to-board communications [4], supporting also the emerg-
ing concepts of disaggregated computing [5] and leaf-spine Data Center architectures
[6]. However, the on-chip and chip-to-chip photonic technologies are still far away
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Fig. 1. Evolution from single- to many-core computing architectures.

from commercialization, despite the fact that various photonic Network-on-Chip (NoC)
architectural concepts have already proposed [7].

In parallel, computing has also experienced some radical advances by turning from
simple dual- and quad-core layouts into a highly heterogeneous environment both at
chip- and system-level. As shown in Fig. 1, General-Purpose Graphic Processing Units
(GP-GPUs) [8] can host more than 4000 CUDA cores on the same die, offering, how-
ever, only a 2 Gflop per core processing power. Processing power per core increases in
manycore architectures, where up to 1000 cores can be employed [9]. However, when
high-performance cores are required as in the case of Chip Multiprocessor (CMP) con-
figurations [10] only a number of up to 32 cores can fit on the same die. The ideal
scenario towards boosting processing power would of course imply a die that employs
as many cores as a GPU does, but with core capabilities similar to the high-performance
cores available in CMPs.

The number of high-performance cores performing as a single computational entity
can scale to higher values only through multi-socket designs with 4 or maximum 8
interconnected sockets. Themost recent top-class IntelXeon 8-socket board yields a total
number of up to 224 cores [11], requiring, of course, the use of high-bandwidth off-chip
inter-socket interconnects.Going one step beyond themultisocket scheme, disintegration
of processor dies has been coined in the recent years as away to formmacrochips thatwill
synergize a high amount of high-performance cores, usually exploiting optical inter-die
links [12]. This versatile environment at chip-scale suggests a diverse set of requirements
that has to be met by optics, depending on the application. However, it creates also a
new opportunity to rethink the role of optics in on- and off-chip computing, building
upon the proven capabilities of optical hardware towards strengthening the compute
architecture/technology co-design perspective.

In this paper, we attempt to investigate the new perspectives for optics in computing,
reviewing the high-priority challenges faced currently by the computing industry and
evaluating the credentials of state-of-the-art photonics to address them successfully. We
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provide a review of the work on photonic NoCs, highlighting the bottlenecks towards
their materialization. Building on the state-of-art pNoC implementations [13–33], we
conclude to a solid case for employing integrated photonics in inter-chipmultisocket and
disintegrated layouts rather than in Network-on-Chip (NoC) implementations, propos-
ing at the same time a flat-topology chip-to-chip multisocket interconnect technology.
We demonstrate experimental results for 40 Gb/s multi-socket boards (MSBs) oper-
ation, showing the potential to scale to >8-socket designs boosting the number of
directly interconnected high-performance cores. Combined with the Hipoλaos Opti-
cal Packet Switch (OPS) that has been recently shown to support sub-μsec latencies
[34], an optically-enabled rack-scale 256-socket disaggregated setting using a number
of 32 interconnected optical 8-socket MSBs, could be implemented, forming in this way
a powerful disaggregated rack-scale computing scheme.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines the main challenges faced
today in the computing landscape, providing also an overview of the research on pNoC
architectures, concluding to their main limitations. Section 3 argues for the employment
of optics in MSBs and provides experimental results on a 40 Gb/s flat-topology 8-node
chip-to-chip (C2C) layout, using O-band integrated photonic transceiver and routing
circuitry. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.

2 Overview of the PNoC Architectures

In order to define and refine the role of optics in the current computing landscape, it is
critical to identify the main challenges currently experienced by the computing industry
along the complete hierarchy from on-chip through multi-socket chip-to-chip computa-
tionalmodules. Figure 2 provides an illustrative overview of themain bandwidth, latency
and energy needs for different on-chip and off-chip interconnect layers and data transfer
operations in a 20 × 20 mm2 processor chip fabricated by a 28 nm Integrated Circuit
(IC) CMOS technology.

Fig. 2. Energy, bandwidth and latency requirements at different on-chip and off-chip commu-
nication needs. The size of every cache memory is bigger for larger capacity caches and their
distance from the core is higher as the cache hierarchy increases.
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A digital processing operation performed by the core consumes only 20 pJ/bit, but
sending data across the chip requires 0.1 pJ/bit for a 1 mm long electrical link, 1 pJ/bit
for a 10 mm link and goes up to 4 pJ/bit for a link length of 40 mm.When going off-chip
in order to access DRAM, a high amount of 30 pJ/bit is consumed, while a chip-to-chip
interconnect link like QPI requires 16.2 pJ/bit. Accessing L1 cache requires 0.2 pJ/bit,
while L2 and L3 access requires 1 and 2–4 pJ/bit, respectively. Memory bandwidth
reduces with increasing memory hierarchy, with L1 memory bandwidth approaching
20 GB/s and gradually decreasing when going to L2 and L3 access until an upper limit
of 12.5 GB/s in the case of DRAM access. Latency follows the inverse path, starting
from a high >55 nsec value when fetching from DRAM and gradually reducing with
increased memory hierarchy, with L1 access latency being around 1.3 nsec. Having this
overview, the main challenges today are formed around:

(i) Interconnect energy consumption: A modern CPU consumes around 1.7 nJ per
floating-point operation [35, 36], being 85x higher than the 20 pJ per floating
point required for reaching the Exascale milestone within the gross 20 MW power
envelope. Current architectures rely to a large degree on data movement, with
electronic interconnects forming the main energy consuming factor in both on-
and off-die setups [36]. With the energy of a reasonable standard-cell-based,
double-precision fused-multiply add (DFMA) being only ~20 pJ, it clearly reveals
that fetching operands is much more energy-consuming than computing on them
[35, 36].

(ii) Memory bandwidth at an affordable energy envelope: The turn of computing into
strongly heterogeneous and parallel settings have transformedmemory throughput
into a key factor for increasing processing power [35], with the most efficient
way for improvement still being the use of wider memory buses and hierarchical
caching. However, the highest memory bandwidth per core in modern multicore
processors can hardly reach 20 GB/s [37], with L1 cache latency values still being
>1 nsec.

(iii) Die area physical constraints: The need to avoid the latency and energy burden
of DRAM access has enforced a rich on-chip L1, L2 and L3 cache hierarchy
that typically occupies >40% of the chip real-estate [38], suggesting that almost
half of the die area is devoted to memory and interconnects instead of processing
functions.

(iv) Cache coherency-induced multi- and broadcasting traffic patterns: The need for
cache coherency at intra-chip multi- and manycore setups, as well as at inter-chip
multisocket systems, yields communication patterns with strong multi- and broad-
cast characteristics, that have to be satisfied at a low- latency low-energy profile
by the interconnect and network-on-chip infrastructure. Multibus ring topologies
form a widely adopted multicast-enabling NoC architecture in current modern
multi-core processors [39], but still the cache coherency control messages may
often account for more than 30% of the total available bandwidth, which may
reach even 65% in multisocket settings [40].
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Fig. 3. Evolution of photonic Network-on-Chip and on-chip photonic switches.

The first attempts to exploit photonics for overcoming the on-chip bandwidth, energy
and latency bottlenecks mainly inspired by the rapidly growing field of silicon pho-
tonics [2]. A number of breakthrough computing architectures relying on pNoC were
demonstrated, proposing and utilizing novel silicon photonic transceiver and switching
schemes. The pioneering work on photonic Torus [7] was followed by performance and
energy advances in pNoC-enabledmany-core designs, addressing even cache-coherency
needs [41]. All this shaped a promising roadmap for the many-core computing archi-
tectures [7, 42–47]. At the same time, it revealed the requirements to be met by sili-
con photonics towards materializing their on-chip employment in practical NoC lay-
outs: transceiver line-rates between 1–40 Gb/s and optoelectronic conversion energies
between a few tens to a few hundreds of fJ/bit were considered in the vast majority
of pNoC schemes [7, 42–47]. Driven by these efforts, photonic integration technology
achieved the performance metrics required by pNoC architectures with silicon photonic
modulators and SiGe Photo-diodes (PDs) operating at data rates up to 56 Gb/s exhibiting
an energy efficiency less than a few tens of fJ/bit [48].

Figure 3 summirizes the most important pNoC and on-chip switches up to now [13–
33]. Silicon switches have witnessed a remarkable progress yielding high-port connec-
tivity arrangements with a variety of underlying physical mechanisms like the thermo-
optic (TO), electro-optic (EO) and opto-mechanical effects [49], allowing for 32 × 32
EO Mach-Zehnder Interferometric (MZI)-based layouts [27], 64× 64 TO MZI designs
[28] and up to 128 × 128 Microelectromechanical switches (MEMS) [33].

All these demonstrations indicate that integrated photonics can now indeed offer
the line-rate, energy, footprint and connectivity credentials required by pNoC-enabled
manycore computing architectures. However, the realization of amanycore machine that
employs a pNoC layer seems to be still an elusive target, with the main reason being
easily revealed when inspecting the non-performance-related co-integration and inte-
gration level details of a pNoC-enabled computational setting. Manycore architectures
necessitate the on-die integration of a few thousands of photonic structures [7], resid-
ing either on 3D integration schemes [50] or on monolithically co-integrated electronic
and photonic structures, with transistors and optics being almost at the same layer [51].
However, 3D integration has still not managed to fulfil the great expectations that were
raised and is still struggling to overcome a number of significant challenges [52]. On the
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other hand, monolithic integration has recently accomplished some staggering achieve-
ments reporting on real workload execution over an opto-electronic die with optical
core-memory interconnection [51]. Nevertheless, this technology has still a long-way to
go until reaching the complexity and functionality level required by a many-core pNoC
design.

With almost the complete Photonic Integrated Circuit (PIC) technology toolkit being
today available as discrete photonic chips, computing can reap the benefits of optics
by employing photonics for off-die communication in (i) multisocket and (ii) disinte-
grated layouts. Both schemes can yield a high number of directly interconnected high-
performance cores, unleashing solutions that cannot be met by electronics. At the same
time, this approach is fully inline with the 2.5D integration scheme that employs discrete
photonic and electronic chips on the same silicon interposer and has made tremendous
progress in the recent years [53]. To this end, the employment of off-die communications
via discrete photonic chips can form a viable near-term roadmap for the exploitation of
photons in computational settings.

3 Optics for Multi-socket Boards

MSB systems rely currently on electrically interconnected sockets and can be classified
in two categories:

(i) “glueless” configurations, where point-to-point (P2P) interconnects like Intel’s QPI
[54] can offer high-speed, low-latency, any-to-any C2C communication for a num-
ber of 4 or 8 sockets.A4-socket setup canyield a cache-coherent layoutwith directly
interconnected sockets and latency values that range between 60–240 nsec. Scal-
ing to 8-socket designs can only be met through dual-hop links, degrading latency
performance but still comprising a very powerful cache-coherent computational
setting: Intel’s Xeon E7-8800 v4was the first processor supporting 8-socket config-
urations and was by that time advertized as being suitable to “dominate the world”
[55]. Figure 4(a) depicts a 4-socket (4S) and 8-socket (8S) layout, respectively,
along with their respective interconnects. A typical interconnect like Intel’s QPI
operates at a 9.6 Gb/s line-rate and consumes 16.2 pJ/bit, while the total bandwidth
communicated by every socket towards all three possible directions is 38.4 GB/s,
i.e. 307.2 Gb/s [56].

(ii) “glued” configurations, where scaling beyond 8-socket layouts is accomplished by
exploiting active switch-based setups, such as PCI-Express switches, in order to
interconnect multiple 4- or 8-socket QPI “islands” [56].

With latency and bandwidth comprising the main performance criteria in releasing
powerful MSB configurations, “glueless” layouts offer a clear latency-advantage over
the “glued” counterparts avoiding by default the use of any intermediate switch. Pho-
tonics can have a critical role in transforming “glued” into “glueless” architectures even
when the number of interconnected sockets is higher than 8, enabling single-hop con-
figurations, with Fig. 4(b) illustrating how the basic flat-topology can be accomplished
for the case of an 8-Socket layout. This has been initially conceived and proposed by
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Fig. 4. (a) C2C routing in current electronic 4S and 8S MSBs, (b) Flat-topology 8S layout using
AWGR-based routing, (c) proposed N × N AWGR-based optical C2C interconnect for MSB
connectivity. Photonic integrated circuits employed as the basic building blocks in the 40 Gb/s
experimental demonstration: (d) Ring Modulator, (e) 8 × 8 cyclic-frequency AWGR and (f)
PD-TIA module. (blue-highlighted areas: part of the architecture demonstrated experimentally,
white-highlighted areas: basic building blocks used for the demonstration).

UC Davis in their pioneering work on Flat-Topology computing architectures [57] via
Arrayed Waveguide Grating Router (AWGR) interconnects, utilizing low-latency, non-
blocking and all-to-all optical connectivity credentials enabled by their cyclic-routing
wavelength properties. UC Davis demonstrated via gem5 simulations the significant
execution time and energy savings accomplished over the electronic baseline [57],
revealing also additional benefits when employing bit- parallel transmission and flex-
ible bandwidth-allocation techniques. Experimental demonstrations of AWGR-based
interconnection for compute node architectures were, however, constrained so far in
the C-band regime, limiting their compatibility with electro-optic Printed Circuit Board
(PCB) technology that typically offers a low waveguide loss figure at the O-band [58].
As such, AWGR-based experimental compute node interconnect findings were reported
so far only in pNoC architectural approaches, using a rather small line-rate operation of
0.3 Gb/s [18].

The European H2020 project ICT-STREAMS is currently attempting to deploy the
necessary silicon photonic and electro-optical PCB technology toolkit for realizing the
AWGR-based MSB interconnect benefits in the O-band and at data rates up to 50 Gb/s
[59]. It aims to exploit wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) Silicon photonics
transceiver technology at the chip edge as the socket interface and a board-pluggable
O-band silicon-based AWGR as the passive routing element, as shown in a generic
N-socket architecture depicted in Fig. 4(c). Each socket is electrically connected to
a WDM-enabled Tx optical engine equipped with N-1 laser diodes (LD), each one
operating at a different wavelength. Every LD feeds a different Ring Modulator (RM)
to imprint the electrical data sent from the socket to each one of the N-1 wavelengths,
so that the Tx engine comprises finally N-1 RMs along with their respective RM drivers
(DR). All RMs are implemented on the same optical bus to produce the WDM-encoded
data stream of each socket. The data generated by each socket enters the input port
of the AWGR and is forwarded to the respective destination output that is dictated by
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the carrier wavelength and the cyclic-frequency routing properties of the AWGR [57].
In this way, every socket can forward data to any of the remaining 7 sockets by simply
modulating its electrical data onto a differentwavelength via the respectiveRM, allowing
direct single-hop communication between all sockets through passive routing. At every
Rx engine, the incoming WDM-encoded data stream gets demultiplexed with a 1:(N-1)
optical demultiplexer (DEMUX), so that every wavelength is received by a PD. Each
PD is connected to a transimpedance amplifier (TIA) that provides the socket with the
respective electrical signaling.

The AWGR-based interconnect scheme requires a higher number of transceivers
compared to any intermediate switch solution, but this is exactly the feature that allows to
combine WDMwith AWGR’s cyclic frequency characteristics towards enabling single-
hop communication and retaining the lowest possible latency. Utilizing an 8× 8AWGR,
the optically-enabled MSB can allow single-hop all-to-all interconnection between 8
sockets,while scaling theAWGR to 16× 16 layouts can yield single-hop communication
even between 16 sockets, effectively turning current “glued” into “glueless” designs.
The ICT-STREAMS on-board MSB aims to incorporate 50 GHz single-mode O-band
electro-optical PCBs [60], relying on the adiabatic coupling approach between silicon
and polymer waveguides [61] for low-loss interfacing of the Silicon-Photonics (Si-Pho)
transceiver and AWGR chips with the EO-PCB.

Next, the first 40 Gb/s experimental results of demonstration with the fiber-
interconnected integrated photonic building blocks is presented, extending the recently
presented operation of the 8-socket architecture at 25 Gb/s [62]. The main integrated
transmitter, receiver and routing building blocks that were used, comprise three discrete
chips, i.e. a Si-based RM [48], a Si-based 8 × 8 AWGR routing platform [63] and a
co-packaged PD-TIA [64], which are depicted in Fig. 4(d), (e) and (f), respectively.
The silicon O-band carrier-depletion micro-ring modulator is an all-pass ring resonator
fabricated on imec’s active platform with demonstrated 50 Gb/s modulation capabilities
[48]. The RM can be combined with a recently developed low-power driver [65], leading
to an energy efficiency of 1 pJ/bit at 40 Gb/s. For the routing platform, the demonstra-
tion relied on an O-band integrated silicon photonic 8 × 8 AWGR device [63] with
10 nm-channel spacing, a maximum channel loss non-uniformity of 3.5 dB and a chan-
nel crosstalk of 11 dB. Finally, the Rx engine employed a co-packaged uni-traveling
InGaAs-InP PIN photodiode (PD) connected with a low-power TIA implemented in
0.13 μm SiGe BiCMOS [64]. The PD-TIA energy efficiency for operation at 40 Gb/s is
3.95 pJ/bit.

The energy efficiency of the proposed 40 Gb/s chip-to-chip (C2C) photonic link is
estimated at 5.95 pJ/bit, assuming a 10% wall-plug efficiency for the external laser. This
indicates that the proposed architecture has the credentials to lead to 63.3% reduction
in energy compared to the 16.2 pJ/bit link energy efficiency of Intel QPI [56]. Figure 5
(a)–(h) show the eye diagrams of the signal at the 8 outputs of the AWGR coressponding
to the 8 routing scenarios for all possible input-output port combination, indicating clear
eye openings and successful routing at 40 Gb/s with ER values of 4.38 ± 0.31 dB and
AM values of 2.3 ± 0.3 dB, respectively. The RM was electrically driven with a peak-
to-peak voltage of 2.6 Vpp, while the applied reverse DC bias voltage was −2.5 V. The
optical power of the CW signal injected at the RM input was 8 dBm, with the modulated
data signal obtained at the RM output having an average optical power level of −6.3
dBm.
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Fig. 5. Eye diagrams (a)–(h) after routing via the respective In#iOut#j I/O ports of the AWGR.

Going a step further, the proposed optically-enabled MSBs can be beneficially
employed in rack-scale disaggregated systems when equipped with an additional
transceiver lane for dealing with the off-board traffic and are combined with the recently
demonstrated Hipoλaos high-port switch architecture [34]. Recently in [66], it was
shown that rack-scale disaggregation among a 256-node system can be successfully
accomplished for a variety of communication patterns with an ultra-low mean latency
value of<335 nsec for 10Gb/s data rates. The disaggregated architecture are expected to
improve drasticallywhen scalingHipoλaos data-rates to 40Gb/s,making this compatible
with the 40 Gb/s silicon photonic transmitter reported in this paper.

4 Conclusion

We reviewed the pNoC-enabled manycore architectures proposed over the last decade.
After analyzing the co-integration aspects as the main limitation for the realization of
pNoC-based computing, we have defined a new role for photonics in the landscape
of computing related to off-die communication. We discussed how optics can yield
single-hop low-latency multisocket boards for even more than 4 interconnected sockets,
demonstrating experimental results for 40Gb/sC2C interconnection in a 8-node setupvia
integrated photonic transmitter and routing circuits. Combining 8-socket optical boards
with aHipoλaos optical packet switch shown in [34], photonics can yield a powerful 256-
node compute disaggregated systemwith latency below the sub-μs threshold considered
for memory disaggregation environments.
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